
 
 
 
 
 

Cookies Policy 

1. What are cookies? 

Cookies are widely used tiny pieces of software (files) that are installed on a computer or mobile device when 

an individual visits a website. 

Windows Explorer, which is one of the main internet browsers, will usually store these files in a folder called 

‘cookies’ in ‘documents and permissions’ on computers running Microsoft Windows. 

Cookies allow websites to recognise that a user on an individual computer has previously visited the site. The 

cookies save some information about that user for when they access the site again in the future. 

By using and browsing the SECE Mind website, you consent to cookies being used in accordance with Privacy 

policy. If you do not consent, you must turn off cookies or refrain from using the site. 

Most browsers allow you to turn off cookies. To do this, look at the 'help' menu on your browser. Switching off 

cookies may restrict your use of the website and/or delay or affect the way in which it operates. 

 

2. What types of cookies are there? 

Broadly, there are 4 types of cookie: 

Strictly necessary cookies. These are cookies that are essential to make a website work and enable features 

that users have specifically asked for. These types of cookies are commonly used with shopping baskets or e-

billing. Without use of cookies, these features of the website could not operate. 

Performance cookies. These cookies collect anonymous information about users for the purpose of assessing 

the performance of a website. Common uses include well-known web analytics tools such as ‘Google 

Analytics’. 

Functionality cookies. These are cookies that automatically remember choices that users have previously made 

in order to improve their experience next time they visit a website. For example, where users select their 

preferred settings and layout. 

Targeting or Advertising cookies. These cookies are similar to performance cookies, in that they collect 

information about users’ behaviour. However, this information is used at individual user level to advertise 

products and services to users on the basis of the behavioural information collected. 

 

3. What cookies does the SECE Mind website use? 

SECE Mind uses the Wix platform to host its website. Wix, together with its marketing, analytics and 

technology partners, uses certain monitoring and tracking technologies (such as cookies, beacons, pixels, tags 

and scripts). These technologies are used in order to maintain, provide and improve their services on an 

ongoing basis, and in order to provide their visitors, their users and their users-of-users with a better 

experience. For example, thanks to these technologies, they are able to maintain and keep track of their 

visitor’s and users’ preferences and authenticated sessions, to better secure their services, to identify technical 



 
 
 
 
 
issues, user trends and effectiveness of campaigns, and to monitor and improve the overall performance of 

their services. 

Cookies: In order for some of these technologies to work properly, a small data file (“cookie”) must be 

downloaded and stored on your device. By default, Wix use several persistent cookies for purposes of session 

and user authentication, security, keeping the user’s preferences (e.g., regarding default language and 

settings), connection stability (e.g., for uploading media, using e-Commerce features, etc.), monitoring 

performance of their services and marketing campaigns, and generally providing and improving our Services. If 

you want to delete or block any cookies, please refer to the help and support area on your internet browser 

for instructions on how to locate the file or directory that stores cookies. Information on deleting or controlling 

cookies is also available at www.aboutcookie.org (note that this website is not provided by Wix or SECE Mind, 

and we therefore cannot ensure its accuracy, completeness or availability). 

Clear Gifs: Wix and certain Third Party Services may employ a software technology called clear gifs (a.k.a. Web 

Beacons/Web Bugs), which enables them to improve the Wix services by measuring their effectiveness and 

performance. Clear gifs are tiny graphics with a unique identifier, similar in function to cookies, however unlike 

cookies these are not stored on your device, but are instead embedded within Wix services. 

Flash and HTML5: Wix and certain Third Party Services may also employ certain tracking technologies known 

as “Flash cookies” and “HTML5”, mainly for advertising purposes. Various browsers may offer their own 

management tools for removing or blocking such technologies. Additional information about managing Flash 

cookies is available here. (note that this website is not provided by Wix or SECE Mind, and we therefore cannot 

ensure its accuracy, completeness or availability). 

Behavioral Targeting/Re-Targeting: Certain Third Party Services and ad networks may display advertising on 

the SECE Mind Website, on Wix Apps and on Wix mobile apps, or manage our advertising on other websites. 

Such parties may use certain tracking technologies to collect certain information about your activities on the 

services and different third party services to provide you with targeted advertising based on your interests and 

preferences. You may opt-out of receiving targeted ads from certain advertisers and ad networks by clicking 

here (or if you are located in the European Union click here (provided by YourChoicesOnline.eu). Please note 

this does not opt you out of receiving any advertising. 

“Do Not Track” Signals: Please note that Wix does not change their practices in response to a “Do Not Track” 

signal in the HTTP header from a browser or mobile application. 

 


